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Abstract

Geometrical fencing is a scientific approach to fencing pioneered by Camillo Agrippa in the

XVIth century which consists of characterizing the geometrical structure of fencing move-

ments. Many geometrical spaces are involved in a duel, which evolve over time according to

the skills of the fencers and the game rules. In this article, the concept of motion scheme is

introduced as a flexible geometrical structure to represent fencing spaces evolving over

time. The method is applied to the video of a duel of the Olympic games 2016. Five main

results are presented. First, decisive actions of the duel are deduced from the distance

between fencers. Second, footwork is reconstructed from horizontal movements of the feet.

Third, a kinematic model is developed and compared with data in the literature. Fourth, the

lunge attack is characterized and compared with data in the literature. Fifth, the role of the

free hand is studied in the case of protective and balancing gestures. These findings provide

rich information on the geometrical structure of fencing movements as well as on the tacti-

cal-strategic choices made by the fencers in real competition conditions. Finally, four appli-

cations illustrate the scientific value of motion schemes in fencing and other sports.

Introduction

In 1553, the Italian fencing theorist Camillo Agrippa published the popular book Trattato di
scientia d’arme [1], which presents the foundations of fencing that are still effective today. He

was influenced by Euclidean geometry and Aristotelian physics, and as such is considered the

pioneer of the scientific approach called geometrical fencing. A summary of his work can be

found in Mondschein [2].

According to this approach, the space of the human body is described by geometrical enti-

ties (points, lines, . . .) and time is the number of motion in the Aristotle’s perspective. At that

time, without advanced technology instruments, space and time were measured in relative

terms using proportions instead of absolute measurements.

Agrippa explains that the thrust being a straight-line attack, it covers the shortest distance

[3]. He recommends a guard position where the arm is in front of the body and the point

threatens the enemy [2]. Then, he gives a geometrical argument for the lunge with a diagram,

showing how the arm extension and the knee flexion allow to reach the target at distance [2].

His approach may have been inspired by mathematical methods of his time, such as the
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ballistic parabolas of Tartaglia. He may also have been influenced by the circular design of

Cesariano’s Vitruvius, according to which the human body is symmetrical on a metric grid

[4]. As such, the spherical human body is free in its movements to perform all fencing actions.

Agrippa also illustrates the rays of the eyes looking at the opponent, which evokes the medieval

optical theory used by Alberti to describe perspective [5].

In his day, Agrippa did not have the mathematical tools necessary for a complete quantita-

tive analysis of fencing. Nevertheless, he established a geometrical methodology based on prin-

ciples which remain fundamental today.

The purpose of this article is to revisit Agrippa’s geometrical fencing with modern quantita-

tive methods applied to videos of duels filmed in real field conditions. The concept of motion

scheme is introduced to represent fencing duels by a modular and dynamic structure orga-

nized as a directed graph of deformable spaces evolving along their time flows.

The original results obtained with this approach are illustrated on a duel of the Olympic

games 2016 between two international experts, Steffen and Grumier. They demonstrate that

poor quality videos taken on YouTube can contain rich information consistent with sophisti-

cated measurements published in the literature.

The topics covered in this article are key concepts considered by fencing masters and theo-

rists, namely duel profile, footwork, kinematic model, lunge and free hand. These are comple-

mented by applications that illustrate the scientific value of motion schemes, namely

comparison between lunge and fleche, performance of athletes in a counter-attack, new insight

on dominance in duels and transferability to other sports.

Materials and methods

Video analysis

Elite fencing athletes must fully deploy their physical and psychological capacities during real

competitions, which are difficult to reproduce in laboratory. Scientific observation of interna-

tional competitions directly on the ground is expensive and installation of equipment is not

always possible according to the local legislation. An affordable solution is to analyze videos of

official competitions, as they are widely available on YouTube and other websites. This method

has the advantage of offering abundant data with a large number of criteria (gender, ranking,

country, . . .). The videos have been manually selected according to three quality criteria:

• Movements must be judged correct and representative by fencing experts

• Camera must have sufficient resolution and speed (� 25 images per second)

• View angle must encompass entire movements and avoid sliding effects

Fig 1 shows the video selected for this article, which is an épée duel at Olympic games 2016

[6] between Gauthier Grumier (France) and Bennie Steffen (Swiss). The camera quality is

1920x1080 pixels at 25 images per second (sampling time 0.04s). The sequence has 92 frames

(duration 3.64s). The sequence was chosen for a direct thrust in which the hit occurs at frame

#75 when Steffen’s red lamp becomes illuminated. The view angle captures the scene in the

sagittal plane (xy) of the fencers. The x coordinate encodes the horizontal position along the

piste. The y coordinate encodes the vertical position, however it can be slightly altered when

the fencers slide slightly out of the sagittal plane.

The mathematical analysis was done using Matlab. The video editing was done using Shot-

cut software. The video tracking was done with custom algorithms using Python 3 and

OpenCV 4. Trajectories in the plane (xy) retrace the time evolution of the points of interest

defined on the scene (blue markers in Fig 1). Trajectories are distorted when the camera is
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zoomed, rotated or translated. Thus, the video sequence was carefully chosen to exclude such

instabilities. Nevertheless, the camera moves horizontally to crop the fencers during the direct

thrust, so a calibration was necessary by following two fixed points on the piste.

At each instant, geometrical data are encoded in a landmark space (Bauer et al. [7])

Ln
¼ fðq1; . . . ; qnÞjqk 2 R

2
g

A landmark q 2 Ln
is a labeled collection of n points in R2

, each one tracking a specific point

of interest on the video. The following configuration was chosen for its relevance to fencing

experts and image quality constraints:

• 8 markers on Steffen (head, sword hand, free hand, crotch, front knee, back foot, top of front

foot, heel of front foot)

• 7 markers on Grumier (head, sword hand, crotch, front knee, back foot, top of front foot,

heel of front foot)

• 2 markers on the piste (fixed points)

A time-dependent landmark q(t) for ti� t� tf describes trajectories of points of interest

between an initial configuration q(ti) and a final configuration q(tf). Each trajectory qk(t) can

be represented by a 2D curve in the two-dimensional space (xy), or by a 3D worldline with

time spatialized in the three-dimensional space (xyt). The 3D representation is more expressive

than the 2D because it avoids self-intersections and allows comparisons of worldlines at precise

time slices. Fig 2 shows the worldlines of Steffen (red), Grumier (blue) and the piste (gray).

The front view (xt) in 3D perspective reflects fencing actions which are dominated by the hori-

zontal coordinate along the piste. The worldlines of the piste are straight because they

Fig 1. A duel at the Olympic games 2016. Left: Steffen (Swiss). Right: Grumier (France). The blue markers represent the points of interest captured by

video tracking. Source of the original video: [6].

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0261888.g001
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represent fixed points in the environment. The figure reveals a net movement of Steffen

towards Grumier during the direct thrust.

Motion schemes

Fencing requires precise execution of movements in space to touch the opponent without

being hit oneself. Space embodies the movements made to reach a target, according to Poin-

caré [8]. Thus, the space of fencing is not unitary and static but rather modular and dynamic.

Fencing movements determine units of space in which they take place. Each duel is organized

in many geometrical spaces that are subtly intertwined. These spaces evolve over time

Fig 2. Landmark trajectories as 3D worldlines. Each worldline represents the trajectory of a marker for Steffen (red), Grumier (blue) and the piste

(gray). The front view (xt) reflects fencing actions dominated by the horizontal coordinate. A net movement of Steffen towards Grumier characterizes

the direct thrust.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0261888.g002
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according to the skills of the fencers and the game rules. The scientific challenge is to investi-

gate the structure of these spaces and their role in the execution of a duel at a fundamental

level.

This leads to introduce the notion of motion space as a dynamic region of interest, such as a

skeletal posture, a gesture or an interaction between fencers. Such a region depends on the

relationships between points of interest in the landmark controlled by voluntary movements

and biomechanical constraints. Then, the concept of motion scheme will describe the time

evolution of motion spaces during a duel.

We define a motion space X as a two-dimensional CW-complex (Hatcher [9]) constructed

as a nested sequence of skeleta X0� X1� X2 such that:

• X0 contains points of interest in a landmark

• X1 contains line segments with end points glued in X0

• X2 contains polygons with edges glued in X1

In this way, motion spaces are based on relationships between points of interest defined by

fencing experts. Analysis of m-ary relationships was more specifically investigated by Qu et al.

[10] in graph drawing.

A time-dependent motion space X(t) for ti� t� tf deforms according to the trajectories of

the underlying time-dependent landmark. Such a transformation determines a transition from

an initial state to a final state

ti � !
XðtÞ tf

We define a motion scheme as a transition system (V, A, Λ, i, f, τ, μ) realized by motion

spaces as follows:

L �
m
A ⇉

f

i
V � !t R

• V is a finite set of states (or vertices)

• A is a finite set of transitions (or arrows)

• Λ is a finite set of time-dependent motion spaces

• i: A! V associates an initial state to each transition

• f: A! V associates a final state to each transition

• t : V ! R associates a timestamp to each state

• μ: A! Λ associates a time-dependent motion space to each transition

• If a 2 A then τ � i(a)� τ � f(a) (causality)

• If a 2 A then μ(a)(t) is defined for τ � i(a)� t� τ � f(a) (consistency)

Thus, a motion scheme is given by a directed graph in which each arrow describes the

movement of a dynamic region of interest (motion space). Each state v 2 V is associated with a

timestamp τ(v). Each transition a 2 A is associated with a time-dependent motion space μ(a)

(t) evolving from μ(a)(τ � i(a)) to μ(a)(τ � f(a)). Movements in a motion scheme are ephemeral

according to their time intervals. Multiple arrows are allowed between two vertices to repre-

sent simultaneous movements.
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Results

Duel profile

The different phases of a duel can be determined from the analysis of the frontal spaces of the

fencers. Fig 3 defines the frontal space as a triangular surface between the head, the sword

hand and the top of the front foot. This strategic region in front of the fencer may be pene-

trated by the opponent to score the touch, while approaching it can be dangerous. It is closely

related to the distance of danger discussed by Master Sicard [11], the former coach of the

French Olympic team. Fig 4 graphically illustrates the motion scheme of frontal spaces as two

transitions from the initial state to the hit state. It shows how Steffen won the touch with a

direct attack.

As explained by Master Sicard [11], the changing distance between fencers is a crucial tacti-

cal element because its variations force participants to constantly adapt their position. The hor-

izontal position in Fig 5A and the mutual distance in Fig 5B have been estimated from the

barycenters of the frontal spaces of Steffen and Grumier. The critical points of the mutual dis-

tance in Fig 5B provide relevant information on the mutual actions of fencers. The events des-

ignated in the figure are the initial state [SI], a local maximum [ST], a local minimum

[SR], a local maximum [SA] and the hit state [SH]. This alternation between minima and

maxima reflects the variations in relative position between fencers as they approach or move

away. Fig 6 shows the corresponding transition system that can be interpreted as follows:

[SI]![ST] Fencers make a small retreat.

[ST]![SR] Grumier performs a threatening action while Steffen stays in place.

[SR]![SA] Fencers make a retreat.

[SA]![SH] Steffen performs a direct attack while Grumier stays in place.

Footwork

Footwork is produced by an atypical bipedal locomotion which is mainly influenced by the tar-

get at each moment of the duel. Fig 7 defines the footwork space by the back foot, the crotch

and the front foot. The front foot inside the sagittal plane is represented by a line segment con-

necting the heel and the top, while the back foot across the sagittal plane is represented by a

Fig 3. Frontal space. It is a strategic region defined between the head, the sword hand and the top of the front foot.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0261888.g003
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single point. The crotch is the pivot point between lower limbs, which provides an estimate of

the fencer’s position relative to the ground. This footwork space captures important locomo-

tion movements in the sagittal plane, such as step forward, step backward or lunge attack. The

biomechanical properties of the feet for these types of movements are analyzed in an article by

Trautmann et al. [12].

Analysis of horizontal components in the footwork space reveals how fencers move along

the piste to control the mutual distance. Three observables were measured: horizontal position

of the crotch Xcrotch, horizontal velocity of the front foot _X front and horizontal velocity of the

back foot _Xback. The velocity of the front foot was estimated as the average velocity between the

Fig 4. Illustrated motion scheme of frontal spaces. It describes movements of frontal spaces from the initial state to the hit state for Steffen (red) and

Grumier (blue). Only a few triangles have been drawn for clarity. The worldlines (gray) represent the barycenters of the frontal spaces. The yellow ball

represents the touch. It shows how Steffen won the touch with a direct attack.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0261888.g004
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heel and the top of the foot. The time derivatives were computed with a Savitzky-Golay filter

to smooth undesirable noise. Figs 8 and 9 represent the three observables for Steffen and Gru-

mier respectively.

A custom algorithm was developed in Matlab to identify the horizontal movements of the

feet from the _X front and _Xback velocities curves of Figs 8 and 9. Each step corresponds to a

Fig 5. Analysis of the mutual distance. (A) Horizontal position of the barycenters of the frontal spaces, XSteffen(t) and XGrumier(t) respectively. (B)

Mutual distance computed as |XSteffen(t) − XGrumier(t)|.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0261888.g005

Fig 6. Motion scheme of the frontal spaces. The analysis of the mutual distance leads to a transition system for Steffen (red) and Grumier (blue). Each

arrow represents a transition between two states realized by a frontal space.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0261888.g006
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Fig 7. Footwork space. It is defined by the back foot, the crotch and the front foot. It captures important locomotion

movements in the sagittal plane, such as step forward, step backward or lunge attack.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0261888.g007

Fig 8. Footwork analysis of Steffen. Xcrotch is horizontal position of the crotch. _X front is horizontal velocity of the front foot. _X back is horizontal velocity

of the back foot. Each step corresponds to a velocity bump (gray area) delimited between a blue circle and a red cross.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0261888.g008
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velocity bump (gray area) delimited by an initial zero velocity (blue circle) and a final zero

velocity (red cross). A positive bump corresponds to a step forward for Steffen and a step back-

ward for Grumier, and vice versa for a negative bump. A manually adjustable threshold was

used to ignore bumps of small amplitude. A red cross inside a blue circle characterizes two

consecutive synchronized steps. This method resulted in the following analysis of footwork:

[SI]![ST] Fencers make a small retreat. _X front and _Xback show that they take a step back-

ward for each foot. Grumier’s movements are more pronounced than those of Steffen.

[ST]![SR] Grumier performs a threatening action while Steffen stays in place. _X front

shows that Grumier executes two consecutive synchronized steps forward initiated at the end

of the small retreat. _Xback shows that Grumier first advances the front foot but not the back

foot, then he advances both feet to push forward. Meanwhile, Steffen stays in place with weaker

foot movements.

[SR]![SA] Fencers make a retreat. _X front and _Xback show that they use the same tech-

nique of taking two steps backward for each foot. More precisely, _X front have two spaced

bumps of high amplitude while _Xback have two consecutive synchronized bumps of lower

amplitude. This indicates that the front feet make impulses backward while the back feet are

coordinated to follow.

Fig 9. Footwork analysis of Grumier. Xcrotch is horizontal position of the crotch. _X front is horizontal velocity of the front foot. _X back is horizontal

velocity of the back foot. Each step corresponds to a velocity bump (gray area) delimited between a blue circle and a red cross.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0261888.g009
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[SA]![SH] Steffen performs a direct attack while Grumier stays in place. _X front shows

that Steffen executes three consecutive synchronized steps forward initiated at the end of the

retreat. _Xback shows that Steffen first advances the front foot but not the back foot, then he

advances both feet to push forward to the hit. In contrast, Grumier is hesitant, _X front shows that

the front foot takes a step forward followed by a step backward while _Xback shows a back foot

with a lower amplitude.

This scenario based on velocity bumps determines the motion scheme in Fig 10. It is inter-

esting to note that Steffen’s attack and Grumier’s threat have similar constructions. In each

case, the fencer leaves after a retreat, first advancing the front foot but not the back foot, then

advancing both feet to push forward. In addition, the front foot moves with consecutive syn-

chronized steps. Such an organized chain of actions is probably the result of an assortment of

automatisms learned during the training. Master Sicard [11] explains that automatisms aim to

reduce the time cost of the action. Fencers have so little time to make decisions that action is

difficult to distinguish from intention. This supports the fact that consecutive synchronized

steps minimize the time between steps of the front foot during offensive actions. This suggests

a strategic anticipation of a sequence of actions rather than of a single action. In this way, fenc-

ing is comparable to a game of chess.

Kinematic model

Physiologically, human motion is the result of complex movement patterns induced by muscle

forces and joint moments. Rigid body models based on limb segments and their joints reduce

the complexity of human motion to a small set of observables. Fig 11 illustrates a kinematic

model for Steffen and Grumier composed of segments and joints. The segments considered

are the trunk, the rear lower limb, the front thigh, the front leg, the front foot. The joints con-

sidered are the trunk angle θtrunk, the crotch angle θcrotch, the knee angle θknee in flexion and

extension, the ankle angle θankle in dorsiflexion and plantarflexion. The time derivatives were

computed with a Savitzky-Golay filter to smooth undesirable noise. This model captures

Fig 10. Motion scheme of footwork. The velocity bumps of Figs 8 and 9 determine a transition system. Each thick arrow represents a foot step forward

(solid arrow) or backward (dotted arrow) for Steffen (red) and Grumier (blue). Each thin arrow (gray) represents a fencing action (small retreat, threat,

retreat, attack).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0261888.g010
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relevant information although the trunk and rear lower limb are not strictly limb segments.

Accurate measurements on rigid body models are discussed by Andriacchi et al. [13]. The

kinematic models of the two fencers are comparable because Steffen, 189cm, 84kg, and Gru-

mier, 188cm, 82kg have similar corpulence (source of the metrics: Wikipedia).

Rigidity. In order to check that segments of the kinematic model are approximately rigid,

the relative length of each segment was measured as

eLk tð Þ ¼
LkðtÞ
hLki

where Lk(t) is the length of segment k at time t and hLki is its length averaged over time. By def-

inition, eLk ¼ 1 for a perfectly rigid segment. The relative lengths of the five segments of the

kinematic model were averaged and plotted in Fig 12 as a solid curve surrounded by standard

deviation area. The average relative length is in the range 1 ± 0.1 except for a few peaks of stan-

dard deviation during offensive actions, namely the attack ([SA]![SH] for Steffen and Gru-

mier) and the threat ([ST]![SR] for Grumier).

Trunk and crotch angles. The angles θtrunk and θcrotch measure trunk and crotch move-

ments respectively. When the fencer is upright, θtrunk is open and θcrotch is closed. When the

fencer lies down, θtrunk tends to decrease and θcrotch tends to increase. Indeed, during the Stef-

fen’s attack [SA]![SH], θtrunk dramatically decreases to a minimum (Fig 13A) and θcrotch

dramatically increases to a maximum (Fig 13C). To a lesser extent, during the Grumier’s threat

[ST]![SR], θtrunk decreases (Fig 13B) and θcrotch increases (Fig 13D).

Trunk and crotch angular velocities. The angular velocities _ytrunk and _ycrotch are repre-

sented in Fig 14. Each bump in angular velocity characterizes a monotonic movement. Positive

Fig 11. Kinematic model. (A) It is composed of segments and joints. CS = trunk, CB = rear lower limb, CK = front thigh, KH = front leg, HT = front

foot, ytrunk ¼
dSCK , ycrotch ¼

dKCB, yknee ¼
dHKC, yankle ¼

dKHT . (B) Implementation of this model based on video tracking.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0261888.g011
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bumps correspond to the opening of trunk and crotch angles. Negative bumps correspond to

the closing of trunk and crotch angles.

For Steffen, dominant velocity peaks occur during the attack [SA]![SH] when closing

the trunk (Fig 14A) and opening the crotch (Fig 14C). Similarly for Grumier, dominant veloc-

ity peaks occur during the threat [ST]![SR] when closing the trunk (Fig 14B) and opening

the crotch (Fig 14D).

Knee and ankle angles. The angles θknee and θankle measure knee and ankle movements

respectively. These are represented in Fig 15. The light rectangles represent ActiveROM, the

normative values of active range of motion for human joints published by Faisal et al. [14]

(males 20-44 years). The dark rectangles represent WalkingROM, the normative values of

walking range of motion for human joints published by Mentiplay et al. [15] (maximum range

of motion for speeds 1.40–1.60 m/s in normal and dynamic walking). Standard deviation fluc-

tuations were ignored for the sake of simplification.

For Steffen and Grumier (Fig 15A and 15B), θknee is within ActiveROM and below the

upper limit of WalkingROM. However, θknee significantly exceeds the lower limit of Walk-
ingROM for pronounced knee flexion. The average value of θknee (red line) is close to the

lower limit of WalkingROM. This indicates that fencers bend their knees during the duel.

This practice is well known in fencing to better distribute the body weight on the feet.

For Steffen and Grumier (Fig 15C and 15D), the average value of θankle is within Walkin-
gROM. It significantly increases for Steffen during the touch.

Knee and ankle angular velocities. The angular velocities _yknee and _yankle are represented

in Fig 16. Each bump in angular velocity characterizes a monotonic movement. Positive

bumps correspond to knee extension and ankle plantarflexion. Negative bumps correspond to

knee flexion and ankle dorsiflexion. The light rectangles represent MaxAV, the normative val-

ues of maximum angular velocities in flexion and extension actions for sport published by Jes-

sop et al. [16] (unrestricted condition). The dark rectangles represent WalkingAV, the

normative values of angular velocities during walking published by Mentiplay et al. [15]

Fig 12. Average relative length. The average relative length of the five segments of the kinematic model is in the range 1 ± 0.1 except for

a few peaks of standard deviation during offensive actions.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0261888.g012
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(speeds 1.40–1.60 m/s in normal and dynamic walking). Standard deviation fluctuations were

ignored for the sake of simplification.

For Steffen and Grumier (Fig 16), _yknee and _yankle are mainly within WalkingAV, and thus

also within MaxAV. Velocity peaks of knee and ankle are enhanced when fencers propel them-

selves forward during Steffen’s attack and Grumier’s threat.

Motion scheme of the kinematic model. The monotonic movements of trunk closing/

opening, crotch closing/opening, knee flexion/extension, ankle dorsiflexion/plantarflexion are

summarized by the motion scheme in Fig 17. Each segment on the diagram corresponds to an

angular velocity bump, which represents a monotonic joint movement in the kinematic

model. Each k-th row in the diagram is encoded as a characteristic function vk(t) such that

vk(t) = 1 when a segment of the row is defined at t and vk(t) = 0 otherwise.

Fig 13. Trunk and crotch angles. (A) The trunk angle dramatically decreases during the Steffen’s attack. (B) The trunk angle decreases during

the Grumier’s threat. (C) The crotch angle dramatically increases during the Steffen’s attack. (D) The crotch angle increases during the

Grumier’s threat.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0261888.g013
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Fig 18A shows the correlation matrix of the motion scheme of the kinematic model. The

coefficients of the correlation matrix are given by

cij ¼
vi � vj
kvikkvjk

where the dot product and the norm are canonical. The correlation coefficients cij are normal-

ized between 0 and 1. By construction, the matrix is symmetric and its diagonal coefficients

are equal to 1. The matrix has trivial zeros for opposite movements, such as knee flexion and

extension.

In order to simplify the correlation matrix, Fig 18B shows the coefficients filtered by a

threshold at 0.66 (* 2/3). This reveals non-trivial coordination patterns common to Steffen

and Grumier:

• c3,2 and c11,10: crotch closing & trunk opening

• c4,1 and c9,12: crotch opening & trunk closing

Fig 14. Trunk and crotch angular velocities. (A) Negative velocity peaks when closing the trunk during the Steffen’s attack. (B) Negative

velocity peaks when closing the trunk during the Grumier’s threat. (C) Positive velocity peaks when opening the crotch during the Steffen’s

attack. (D) Positive velocity peaks when opening the crotch during the Grumier’s threat.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0261888.g014
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• c5,1 and c9,13: knee flexion & trunk closing

• c5,4 and c13,12: knee flexion & crotch opening

• c6,2 and c14,10: knee extension & trunk opening

• c6,3 and c14,11: knee extension & crotch closing

• c7,5 and c15,13: ankle dorsiflexion & knee flexion

• c8,6 and c16,14: ankle plantarflexion & knee extension

• c9,1: Steffen and Grumier simultaneously closing the trunk

Such patterns are related to motor control, neuromuscular control, mechanisms of stability,

proprioception, that could be investigated in future work. It is interesting to note that the last

Fig 15. Knee and ankle angles. Light rectangles: ActiveROM, active range of motion from Faisal et al. [14]. Dark rectangles: WalkingROM,

walking range of motion from Mentiplay et al. [15]. Red lines: average values of the angles. (A,B) The knee angles of Steffen and Grumier vary

around the lower limit of WalkingROM, fencers bend their knees. (C,D) The ankle angles of Steffen and Grumier are mainly within

WalkingROM.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0261888.g015
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pattern is interactive, which suggests that the two fencers can synchronize their dynamic pos-

ture in action.

Lunge

The lunge is a crucial attack technique in which the fencer quickly propels himself forward

and pushes the sword towards the target. The article on biomechanics of fencing sport by

Chen et al. [17] reports normative values from existing studies for the peak velocity at mass

center (1.72 m/s), weapon (2.49 m/s) and front foot (4.10 m/s) during the execution of a lunge

attack with épée. More specific measurements are given by Gutierrez-Davila et al. [18] using

force platforms and infrared video cameras for the maximum velocity at mass center (1.93 m/

s), weapon (2.55 m/s) and front foot (4.56 m/s). In this section, Steffen’s lunge attack is com-

pared to the values given by Chen et al. [17] and Gutierrez-Davila et al. [18].

Fig 19 defines the lunge space by the body center, the sword hand and the front foot. These

three points of interest are comparable to those of the two articles cited above. The body center

Fig 16. Knee and ankle angular velocities. Light rectangles: MaxAV, maximum angular velocities for sport from Jessop et al. [16]. Dark

rectangles: WalkingAV, angular velocities during walking from Mentiplay et al. [15]. (A,B,C,D) The knee and ankle angular velocities of Steffen

and Grumier are mainly within WalkingAV and enhanced during their offensive actions.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0261888.g016
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Fig 17. Motion scheme of the kinematic model. Each segment represents a monotonic movement determined by an angular

velocity bump in Figs 14 and 16.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0261888.g017

Fig 18. Correlation matrix of the motion scheme of the kinematic model. (A) Each coefficient cij measures the correlation between rows i and j in the

motion scheme of Fig 17. (B) The same matrix filtered by a threshold at 0.66 (* 2/3) reveals non-trivial coordination patterns common to Steffen and

Grumier.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0261888.g018
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is defined at 1

3
of the trunk segment from the crotch to the head, at the height of the umbilicus

in reference to Plate 1 of Netter’s Atlas of Human Anatomy [19]. The body center plays a simi-

lar role to the mass center in that it gives an estimate of the fencer’s velocity in the sagittal

plane. The sword hand coincides with the épée handle, which gives an approximation of the

weapon velocity. The front foot velocity is evaluated in the middle between the heel and the

top of the foot.

Characterization. Fig 20 represents the horizontal velocities of Steffen’s lunge attack,

which satisfy the following scenario:

• Body center: acceleration phase from zero to maximum velocity peak.

• Sword hand: thrust of sword from maximum velocity peak to touché.

• Front foot: step forward through a velocity bump.

This scenario is consistent with the three velocity curves given by Gutierrez-Davila et al.

[18]. It determines the motion scheme given in Fig 21. Each arrow corresponds to a decisive

movement of the body center, the sword hand and the front foot respectively.

Comparison. The Steffen velocity peaks in Fig 20 (pixel/s) are reported in Table 1 along

with the normative values (m/s) indicated by Chen et al. [17] and Gutierrez-Davila et al. [18].

Each triplet of velocities is encoded by a vector v = (vcenter, vhand, vfoot) and then normalized as

v/kvk. Fig 22 compares the normalized vector components by juxtaposing bar charts. The Stef-

fen’s normalized vector components match those of Chen et al. [17] at 97% and Gutierrez-

Davila et al. [18] at 94%, which is good accuracy.

Free hand

The role of the free hand is rarely mentioned in the scientific literature. In 1836, Chatauvillard

was the first to codify the art of the duel in his Essai sur le Duel [20]. He banned the use of the

free hand which, in previous centuries, could grasp the opponent’s sword hand or hold a

Fig 19. Lunge space. It is defined by the body center (at 1

3
of the trunk segment), the sword hand and the front foot (in the

middle of the foot segment). These three points of interest are comparable to the mass center, the weapon and the front foot

studied by Chen et al. [17] and Gutierrez-Davila et al. [18].

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0261888.g019
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second weapon or shield. In modern fencing, the free hand is ungloved and held aside most of

the time. Although the free hand is not used against the opponent, it plays a crucial role in con-

trolling the body at all times. It must be protected against dangerous actions of the opponent

in order to avoid injuries. It is also involved in the balance of the body during the lunge.

Fig 23 defines the free hand space by a line segment between the free hand and the body

center estimated as previously in Fig 19. In this way, the free hand movement is evaluated rela-

tive to the body center. Fig 24 shows the trajectories of Steffen’s body center and free hand

decomposed along the horizontal and vertical axes.

Fig 20. Characterization of Steffen’s lunge attack. Horizontal velocities are measured at the body center (solid line), sword hand (dashed line)

and front foot (dash-dot line). Decisive movements are delimited by black dots (maximum velocity peaks) and white dots.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0261888.g020

Fig 21. Motion scheme of Steffen’s lunge attack. The body center arrow describes the acceleration phase. The sword hand arrow describes the thrust

to the touché. The front foot arrow describes the propulsion of one step forward. Maximum velocity peaks are indicated by black dots.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0261888.g021
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During the retreat [SR]![SA], the body center moves horizontally backward (Fig 24A)

while the free hand moves vertically up and down (Fig 24B). This protective gesture occurs at

the end of Grumier’s threat when the mutual distance reaches a local minimum at [SR] (Fig 5).

At the end of the lunge attack [SA]![SH], Steffen moves the body center forward and

downward (Fig 24A and 24B) while the free hand is thrown backward and upward (Fig 24A

Table 1. Peak velocities.

Steffen (pixels/s) Chen (m/s) Gutierrez-Davila (m/s)

body center 517 1.72 1.93

sword hand 849 2.49 2.55

front foot 1310 4.10 4.56

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0261888.t001

Fig 22. Normalized velocities. Steffen’s normalized velocities match those of Chen et al. [17] at 97% and Gutierrez-Davila et al. [18] at

94%, which is good accuracy.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0261888.g022

Fig 23. Free hand space. It is defined by a line segment between the free hand and the body center. The free hand movement

is evaluated relative to the body center.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0261888.g023
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and 24B). This balancing gesture occurs at the end of Steffen’s attack using the free hand as a

counterweight to the propelling movement towards the target.

Fig 25 shows the motion scheme of Steffen’s body center and free hand. The protective ges-

ture is represented by arrows for the body center backward and the free hand up/down. The

balancing gesture is represented by arrows for the body center forward/downward and the free

hand backward/upward.

Applications

Comparison between lunge and fleche

The lunge and the fleche are two fundamental techniques to attack in fencing. During the

lunge, the fencer pushes the front foot forward and extends the back leg. This allows the fencer

to maintain his balance after a large step towards the opponent, and it also allows for a return

to a defensive position. In contrast, the fleche is an explosive movement generating a

Fig 24. Trajectories of Steffen’s body center and free hand. Decisive movements are delimited by white dots (variation changes). (A)

Horizontal coordinates of body center (XBC, solid line) and free hand relative to body center (XFH/BC, dotted line). (B) Vertical coordinates of

body center (YBC, solid line) and free hand relative to body center (YFH/BC, dotted line).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0261888.g024
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surprising hit, the fencer causes an imbalance of the body forward which ends in a crosss-step

where the front foot passes behind the back foot.

Figs 26 and 27 compare the horizontal positions (in abscissa) of winning attackers in two

duels for the front foot, the head, the crotch and the back foot. In both cases, the touch and the

start 0.5 seconds before the touch are represented by dotted vertical lines. Fig 26 illustrates the

lunge by Steffen in the duel Steffen-Grumier analyzed in this article. Fig 27 illustrates the fleche

by Borel, in an official duel Borel-Svichkar [21] (World Fencing Championships, Wuxi 2018,

Epee, Semi-final between Yannick Borel, France and Roman Svichkar, Ukraine). Since Steffen

is on the left and Borel is on the right, the sign for Borel’s horizontal position has been reversed

to make the comparison consistent.

Fig 26 (Steffen’s winning lunge) shows ordered horizontal positions with

XBackFoot < XCrotch < XHead < XFrontFoot

The motion scheme of the front foot is monotonic with respect to the head, the crotch and the

back foot. The front and back feet take forward steps while the crotch and head move steadily

forward to the touch, then the feet remain stable after the touch. In accordance with the lunge

gesture, this scenario indicates that the fencer propels himself forward while maintaining good

balance on the feet.

Fig 27 (Borel’s winning fleche) shows dramatically different movement coordination. The

horizontal positions start ordered as with the lunge, but the front foot abscissa remains

Fig 25. Motion scheme of Steffen’s body center and free hand. The protective gesture during the retreat is represented by arrows

for the body center backward and the free hand up/down. The balancing gesture during the lunge attack is represented by arrows for

the body center forward/downward and the free hand backward/upward.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0261888.g025
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virtually stable while it is sequentially overtaken by the head (state H), the crotch (state C) and

the back foot (state B).

XBackFoot < XCrotch < XHead < XFrontFoot

H⤹
XBackFoot < XCrotch < XFrontFoot < XHead

C⤹
XBackFoot < XFrontFoot < XCrotch < XHead

B⤹
XFrontFoot < XBackFoot < XCrotch < XHead

The motion scheme of the front foot has three states H, C, B. Subsequent states are less signifi-

cant because outside the game rules. In accordance with the fleche gesture, this scenario indi-

cates a fast imbalance of the body forward which ends in a crosss-step.

This comparative measure demonstrates that the concept of motion scheme allows qualita-

tive comparison between two fundamental fencing techniques. It also suggests further quanti-

tative investigations on the fleche gesture using the quantitative tools developed in this article.

Fig 26. Steffen’s lunge in the duel Steffen-Grumier. The touch at 3 seconds and the start 0.5 seconds before the touch are

represented by dotted vertical lines. The motion scheme of the front foot (bottom plot) is monotonic with respect to the

head, the crotch and the back foot. Source of the original video: [6].

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0261888.g026
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Performance of athletes in a counter-attack

The counter-attack is an offensive action executed against an opponent’s attack. The defender

launches his attack after the attacker has launched his, without having first parried or defeated

the opponent’s attack.

Fig 28 shows the analysis of a counter-attack in an official duel Borel-Fichera [22] (Chal-

lenge SNCF Réseau, 2017, Epée, Final between Yannick Borel, France and Marco Fichera,

Italy). The duel results in a double touch with a direct thrust of Fichera on the forearm and a

counter-attack of Borel below.

The top and middle plots in Fig 28 show the horizontal velocity of the sword hand for the

attacker Fichera and the defender Borel respectively. The touch at 6.8 seconds and the start 1

second before the touch are represented by dotted vertical lines. The velocity bumps were

computed similarly to those of the footwork described earlier in this article. Each velocity

bump (gray area) is delimited between a blue circle and a red cross. Velocity is relative to the

piste to study the interactive movements of the sword hands between the two fencers.

The velocity bumps can be qualitatively interpreted on the video. Fichera starts with

advancing the sword hand to threaten. Borel responds with advancing the sword hand to

parry. At the end of the parry, Fichera gives a stronger impulse to attack and touch. Then,

Borel gives another impulse to counter-attack and touch.

Fig 27. Borel’s fleche in a duel Borel-Svichkar (World Fencing Championships Wuxi, 2018). The touch at 12 seconds

and the start 0.5 seconds before the touch are represented by dotted vertical lines. The front foot abscissa remains virtually

stable while it is sequentially overtaken by the head (state H), the crotch (state C) and the back foot (state B). The motion

scheme of the front foot has three states H, C, B. Source of the original video: [21].

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0261888.g027
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The bottom plot in Fig 28 summarizes this scenario on a motion scheme determined by the

velocity bumps. It is particularly suitable to evaluate the precise timing of the actions giving

subtle indications on the performance of the athletes. The continuous vertical line around 6.6

seconds reveals that the attack of Fichera is synchronized with the end of the parry of Borel,

which reflects the rapidity of Fichera between decision and action. The counter-attack of Borel

appears shorter than the attack of Fichera, which reflects the concision and precision of his

gesture.

Thus, this approach provides quantitative indicators on the performance of athletes regard-

ing the timing and synchronization of their movements. This allows a better understanding of

fencing actions in space and time, giving details that are not obvious from qualitative video

observation.

New insight on dominance in duels

As explained earlier in this article, the mutual distance between fencers is critical because it

reflects how participants constantly adapt their position. It was estimated between the barycen-

ters of the frontal spaces of Steffen and Grumier.

Assuming left and right fencers have horizontal positions L and R respectively, the mutual

distance is given by D = R − L. However, the positions L and R cannot be deduced from the

distance D alone.

Fig 28. Horizontal velocity of the sword hand during a counter-attack in a duel Borel-Fichera with double touch

(Challenge SNCF Réseau, 2017). The touch at 6.8 seconds and the start 1 second before the touch are represented by

dotted vertical lines. Each velocity bump (top and middle plots) is delimited between a blue circle and a red cross. The

motion scheme (bottom plot) gives subtle indications on the performance of the athletes. It reveals that the attack of

Fichera is synchronized with the end of the parry of Borel (continuous vertical line around 6.6 seconds), and the

counter-attack of Borel appears more concise than the attack of Fichera. Source of the original video: [22].

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0261888.g028
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The center of the duel defined as C = (L + R)/2 is complementary to the distance in the

sense that the positions L and R can be deduced from D and C, namely L = C − D/2 and R = C
+ D/2. Thus, the couples of variables (L, R) and (D, C) are equivalent.

Like the distance, the center of the duel reflects in another way how participants constantly

adapt their position. When the center of the duel moves toward a fencer in one direction, it

suggests dominance of the fencer in the opposite direction. For example, if L moves to the left

and R is constant, then C moves to the left and dominance of R may be interpreted as a retreat

of L. Similarly, if L is constant and R moves to the left, then C moves to the left and dominance

of R may be interpreted as an offensive action of R.

Figs 29 and 30 analyze the dominance in two official duels during the direct thrust. In both

cases, the attacker is on the right and the defender is on the left. The top plots represent the

horizontal position X of the center of the duel estimated between the barycenters of the frontal

spaces. The middle plots represent the velocity _X of the center of the duel. The red color corre-

sponds to a negative velocity when the center of the duel moves to the left, reflecting the domi-

nance of the right attacker against the left defender. The blue color corresponds to a positive

velocity when the center of the duel moves to the right, reflecting the dominance of the left

defender against the right attacker. The bottom plots represent the motion scheme of the dom-

inance determined by the sign of the velocity, neglecting small perturbations.

Fig 29. Dominance in a duel between the defender Heinzer and attacker Borel (Championnats d’Europe d’escrime

Torun, 2016). The touch at 2.28 seconds and the start 2.25 seconds before the touch are represented by dotted vertical

lines. The horizontal position of the center of the duel X (top plot) and its velocity _X (middle plot) were estimated

between the barycenters of the frontal spaces. Borel executes a remarkably fluent direct thrust. The motion scheme

(bottom plot) indicates the full dominance of the attacker Borel over the defender Heinzer. Source of the original

video: [23].

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0261888.g029
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Fig 29 was calculated from an official duel Heinzer-Borel [23] (Championnats d’Europe

d’escrime Torun, 2016, Epée, Final between Max Heinzer, Switzerland and Yannick Borel,

France). The start and the touch are represented by dotted vertical lines, which correspond to

a duration of 2.25 seconds. In this duel, Borel executes a remarkably fluent direct thrust. The

opponent is continuously forced to retreat until being hit. The motion scheme indicates the

full dominance of the attacker Borel over the defender Heinzer until the touch.

Fig 30 was calculated from an official duel Bida-Siklosi [24] (World Championships Buda-

pest, 2019, Epée, Final between Sergey Bida, Russia and Gergely Siklosi, Hungary). The start

and the touch are represented by dotted vertical lines, which correspond to a duration of 2.25

seconds. In this duel, Siklosi executes a beautiful explosive direct thrust. In contrast to Hein-

zer-Borel, the motion scheme is characterized by alternating dominance between the defender

Bida and the attacker Siklosi, which ends with the touch of Siklosi. In addition, the middle plot

shows a stronger velocity peak before the touch, consistent with the explosive aspect of the

direct thrust.

This study demonstrates that the concept of motion scheme can bring new insight on dom-

inance in duels. It provides a quantitative indicator based on the center of the duel, which is

mathematically complementary to the distance between fencers. This dominance reflects the

dynamic balance of power between the two fencers, which depends essentially on their tacti-

cal-strategic intentions and actions.

Fig 30. Dominance in a duel between the defender Bida and attacker Siklosi (World Championships Budapest,

2019). The touch at 11.08 seconds and the start 2.25 seconds before the touch are represented by dotted vertical lines.

The horizontal position of the center of the duel X (top plot) and its velocity _X (middle plot) were estimated between

the barycenters of the frontal spaces. Siklosi executes an explosive direct thrust. The motion scheme (bottom plot)

indicates alternating dominance between the defender Bida and the attacker Siklosi, which ends with the touch of

Siklosi. Source of the original video: [24].

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0261888.g030
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Transferability to other sports: Weightlifting

Due to its generality, the concept of motion scheme can be transferred to sports other than

fencing. The method could be applied to Olympic sports filmed in a 2D plane, such as weigh-

tlifting [25], climbing [26] or diving [27]. It could also be compared to studies of body move-

ments that can be filmed in a 2D plane, such as yoga postures [28].

In this section, we demonstrate transferability of motion schemes to weightlifting on a

video of Lasha Talakhadze (Georgia) [25] who won gold in men’s weightlifting +150kg, in the

final at the Rio 2016 Olympic Games. The barbell is lifted in two weightlifting movements

called clean and jerk. During the clean, the weightlifter moves the barbell from the floor to

shoulder height. During the jerk, the weightlifter lifts the barbell above his head, then holds it

with his arms and legs straight. Since this article focuses on fencing, the purpose of this section

is not to make an in-depth study of weightlifting but essentially to show how the method can

be transferred to a discipline radically different from fencing.

Fig 31 shows an image capture with 9 points of interest represented by blue markers,

including 3 fixed points of calibration, 2 points on the barbell and 4 anatomical points (fore-

head, crotch, wrist on the left, wrist on the right).

Fig 32 shows the curves of vertical positions (ordinate) of points of interest for Talakhadze

and the barbell captured by video tracking. Informally, the barbell (blue curves) is lifted from

the ground upwards. The wrists (red curves) follow the movement of the barbell they control.

The black vertical line at 13.64 seconds corresponds to the critical moment when the barbell

Fig 31. Lasha Talakhadze in men’s weightlifting. The video tracking was based on 9 points of interest represented by blue markers, including 3 fixed

points of calibration, 2 points on the barbell and 4 anatomical points (forehead, crotch, wrist on the left, wrist on the right). Source of the original video:

[25].

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0261888.g031
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(blue curves) passes above the forehead (green curve). At the end, the barbell is quickly

released as the wrists descend.

Fig 33 shows the motion scheme for Talakhadze with precise timing description of move-

ments. It was calculated using the same velocity bump method as described earlier in this arti-

cle, neglecting small velocity peaks to simplify the diagram. Velocity curves were derived from

the trajectories in Fig 32, but they are not shown for conciseness. The continuous segments

correspond to upward movements while the dotted segments correspond to downward

movements.

The motion scheme on Fig 33 is numbered with letters A, B, C, D, E, F, G corresponding to

the following movements of Talakhadze in accordance with curves on Fig 32 extracted from

the video:

• A: He takes the bar on the ground

• B: He rises up

• C: He falls quickly and recovers the bar in a crouched position

• D: He rises up; the “clean” phase is done

• E: He lowers again to be able to grasp the barbell with arms extended above the head; it is the

“jerk” phase

Fig 32. Vertical positions of Talakhadze clean and jerk. Curves of vertical positions (ordinate) of points of interest

for Talakhadze and the barbell. The black vertical line at 13.64 seconds indicates when the barbell passes above the

forehead.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0261888.g032
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• F: He rises up to reach the final position

• G: He drops the bar by lowering his hands

Therefore, motion schemes can be used to analyze movements in sports other than fencing.

Their formal aspect is important from a scientific point of view to extract quantitative indica-

tors, as well as to facilitate qualitative interpretations. Intuitively, motion schemes provide a

kind of language that reduces sports exercices to movements phrases.

Discussion

Scientific value

The science of fencing is more than an art for Agrippa, who was a mathematician, architect,

and engineer. He was importantly influenced by the science of his time, including Euclidean

geometry and Aristotelian physics. His Treatise on the Science of Arms prefigures modern cal-

culations of geometrical shapes in space and time applied to fencing gestures. As such, it is not

just the treatise of a fencing master describing the art of effective techniques. He made a signif-

icant effort to scientifically analyze this art, extract fundamental principles and give empirical

proofs. From an intellectual point of view, Agrippa published his treatise just before the birth

of Galileo Galilei at the beginning of modern science.

Fig 33. Motion scheme of Talakhadze clean and jerk. The motion scheme for Talakhadze describes precise timing of

movements. The continuous segments correspond to upward movements while the dotted segments correspond to

downward movements. The black vertical line at 13.64 seconds indicates when the barbell passes over the forehead.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0261888.g033
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The concept of motion scheme revisits the scientific conception of Agrippa by using mod-

ern mathematical and computational techniques. While Agrippa developed his geometrical

approach based on approximate observations of duels, motions schemes have been developed

to make precise quantitative measurements applicable to an industrial amount of fencing duel

videos available on YouTube and other websites. In this article, the concept of motion scheme

is illustrated on a unique example between Steffen and Grumier, which was carefully chosen

by fencing experts to be a representative direct thrust with lunge. Such unique analysis is essen-

tial to better understand fencing actions and judge the performance of two athletes in an offi-

cial duel. In contrast, statistical analyzes give averages but no precise information about the

outcome of a particular duel.

The scientific value of this article is fundamentally anchored in sports research. Video anal-

ysis methods have long been used to study many sports. In a review of vision-based motion

analysis in sport, Barris and Button [29] discuss how data recording systems are useful to mea-

sure human physical activity. Sport scientists calculate player activity with their constraints, in

which velocities and accelerations reveal performance profiles to describe movement patterns

efficiently. Thus, the approach to geometrical fencing through motion schemes fits perfectly

into the framework of sports science.

From an experimental point of view, motion schemes have the advantage of being non-

invasive. The scientific method does not disturb the fencers with sensors and does not require

the introduction of a specific device on the ground.

Another scientific interest of this article is that the approach is sportingly realistic. Indeed,

in official competitions, fencing duels are practiced on a real ground between two human

opponents with constraints on the piste and strict international rules imposed on their actions.

Furthermore, Olympic medals are won in a context of coaching, preparation, events, health,

injuries, psychological pressure and many other elements difficult or impossible to reproduce

in laboratory experiments.

The main originality of this article lies in the formalization of a fencing duel as a directed

graph in which each arrow describes the movement of a dynamic region of interest. This ana-

lytical approach breaks down a duel into more elementary spatial elements (motion spaces). It

greatly improves the scientific interpretation of the art of fencing with diagrams of the precise

timing of movements. It allows quantitative comparison with the literature, such as the knee

and ankle rotations, or the lunge. It provides quantitative features on coordination patterns,

such as the correlation matrix computed from a kinematic model. It can reveal subtle interac-

tive behaviors, such as protective movement in response to a threat. It can reveal tactical-stra-

tegic choices of fencers, such as footwork reflecting forward and backward steps, or the

decision to attack after a parry.

Principle of uniqueness

This article has introduced motion schemes to study the unique characteristics of duels. It is

not a statistical method for studying cohorts of fencers in the laboratory but rather a geometri-

cal method producing personalized portraits of fencers in real field conditions. There are at

least three fundamental reasons to consider the unique characteristics of a duel as presented in

this article.

As Chen et al. [17] pointed out, fencing is an idiosyncratic sport involving unique move-

ment patterns. Each duel has a unique story. For instance, Steffen’s direct thrust is not a stereo-

typical gesture but a personally crafted three-step walk to score the touch. The three decisive

steps in the attack are facilitated by an increase in distance after the mutual retreat of the two

players, which is itself a consequence of Grumier’s threat. Thus, each duel determines a chain
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of actions according to the rules and contingencies of the game. The dynamic choices made by

the players reflect their creativity. As in chess, the face to face between fencers is fundamentally

collaborative but also highly strategic because they keep their plans and tricks secret.

The uniqueness of combat situations is addressed by Master Sicard [30]. An action never

occurs twice in the same way. The duel evolves contingently. The subjects must permanently

adapt their game to rhythms, distances and environment. Master Sicard also describes the

uniqueness of individuals. Each individual is unique in style, body shape and personality. This

has to be taken into account in training to know the strengths and weaknesses during competi-

tions. The fighting style is influenced by the country (German, Italian, . . .), physical skills, reg-

ister of techniques, as well as individual strategic qualities of fencers. In addition, the types of

movements depend on the specialization of the fencers. Indeed, Dedieu et al. [31] reveal signif-

icant differences in kinematics and coordination between foil and épée during the execution

of the lunge. Motion schemes could be used in future work to investigate the concept of fight-

ing style from videos of training and official competitions.

The previous sections have demonstrated the use of motion schemes to decompose com-

plex chains of actions into fundamental movements (footsteps, knee flexion/extension, . . .)

The complexity of fencing gestures tends to produce unique expressions making it difficult for

the opponent to predict the action. This is consistent with the findings of Mantovani et al. [32]

who developed an algorithm to recognize the movements of elite fencing athletes under con-

trolled conditions. For constrained movements, recognition was efficient in most cases. How-

ever, for free movements similar to those in real competitions, athletes not only performed

fundamental movements but also combined different movements to surprise the opponent.

Movement performance

Each transition in a motion scheme represents a movement with a bodily realization in physi-

cal space. The previous sections have shown the importance of shape and velocity of fencing

movements, which are controlled to optimize motor tasks for athletic performance. Interest-

ingly, Flash et al. [33] suggest that optimization principles can produce relationships between

geometrical form and velocity concerning human arm movements. Similar works have been

done on the isochrony principle by Viviani et al. [34], the 2/3 power law by Lacquaniti et al.

[35] and its extension to human locomotion by Hicheur et al. [36].

Fencing duels take place in highly dynamic and unpredictable environments reminiscent of

Poulton’s definition of open skills [37]. Fencers have their own style and personality to deal

with different situations in duels. Master Sicard [11] discriminates between three fencing

styles, which are physical (based on force, speed), academic (based on a technical catalogue)

and strategic (based on reflection, tactical-strategic qualities).

Precise execution of movements depends very much on motor skills acquired through

training and experience. In 1975, Schmidt [38] proposed that motor skills could be memorized

in schemas. A schema is a general motor program describing a class of similar movements.

This approach takes into account the variability of movements, which means that a movement

performed several times is never exactly the same, in accordance with the principle of unique-

ness discussed previously. Such variability is induced by the abundance of degrees of freedom

as described by Bernstein [39].

Spatial representation

Fencing actions determine units of space in which they take place. Each transition in a motion

scheme represents the time evolution of a unit of space defined as a spatial relationship

between points of interest in the scene. As pointed out by Berthoz [40], the brain constructs
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units of space related to action, which suggests looking for connections with the neurophysio-

logical foundations of spatial representation.

The modular representation of space in the brain is discussed by Clery et al. [41] and Ben-

nequin et al. [42]. Some cortical areas represent the peripersonal space (or near space), which

is the space surrounding the subject and that can be acted by the body. Other cortical regions

represent the extrapersonal space (or far space), which cannot be directly acted by the body

but can be reached with short locomotion. These cortical areas have been investigated experi-

mentally in clinical studies [43].

As reported by Clery et al. [41], the peripersonal space representation involves a parieto-

premotor neuronal network with bimodal visuo-tactile neurons responding both to tactile sti-

muli and visual stimuli in the near space. More precisely, the near space around the head

involves the parietal area VIP while the near space around the arm/hand involves the premotor

area F4. This leads to refining the concept of peripersonal space into multiple peripersonal

spaces, which are distinct but functionnally coupled.

The boundary of peripersonal space is not fixed. Berti et al. [44] have studied how the peri-

personal space can be extended when the subject manipulates a tool. According to this idea,

the sword handled by a fencer may extend the peripersonal space during a fight. Furthermore,

Brozzoli et al. [45] have investigated a functional link between multisensory peripersonal space

and voluntary actions. Perhaps the peripersonal space depends on the action in a fencing duel.

As proposed by Bennequin [46], the notion of point and trajectory to be controlled and

adapted could be replaced by a notion of transformation between spaces. There would be a

space of positions and moves in the physical world, as well as a space of postures and paths

between postures. Similarly, the states and transitions of a motion scheme can be interpreted

as postures and paths between postures, the directed graph of which is constructed on the fly

by the fencers during a duel.
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